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Osano is a complete data privacy platform trusted by thousands of organizations
around the world. Its platform simplifies compliance for complex data privacy laws
such as GDPR, CCPS, LGPD, and more. Features include consent management,
subject rights management, data discovery, and vendor risk monitoring. Osano is
the most popular cookie compliance solution in the world, used on over 900,000
website to capture consent for more than 2.5 billion monthly visitors.
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Using third-party cookies
Collecting data for gated
assets and newsletters
Sharing data with vendors
Using analytics tools like
Google Analytics
Targeting prospects via
advertising

While:

Collecting data
Segmenting customers
Sharing data with vendors
Selling customer data
Collecting survey
responses 
Recording calls
Responding to support
tickets
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Recording
conversations with
contacts
Using third-parties to
collect data, such as
LinkedIn or ZoomInfo
Sharing data with
third-party partners

While:

Aligning information
across your tech stack
Sharing data with
vendors 
Exporting contact lists
and loading into sales
tools
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Privacy can be complicated. Osano can help.
Interested in learning how?

Schedule a demo

Where Privacy Matters
Thanks to new privacy regulations, data privacy is becoming an essential part of

revenue and customer success. When do data privacy practices impact your team? 

Whether you're in customer success or the revenue org, it's essential you know where and how your
data is stored and with whom you share it. Under laws like the GDPR and CPRA, collecting data
without the proper data privacy practices in place can put your company at risk. 

Do you know how your team collects data or what rights your customers and prospects have when it
comes to seeing, changing, or deleting what data you have on them? Would you be able to easily
stop sharing a customer's data with vendors if they requested it?
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